MyEMCert
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs)

1. **How will the introduction of MyEMCert affect my recertification?** MyEMCert will affect physicians differently depending on the year their current certification expires. View ABEM requirements based on when your current ABEM certification expires using our ✔️ ABEM Reqs tool.

   If you still have questions, contact ABEM at staycertified@abem.org or 517.332.4800, ext. 317.

2. **How do I get started with MyEMCert?** MyEMCert is currently being piloted. Instructions for accessing MyEMCert, informed and shaped by the experience of pilot participants, will be sent to ABEM-certified physicians in spring 2021.

3. **Can I be involved in the pilot?** The MyEMCert pilot has already begun. ABEM selected a representative sample from interested physicians using a variety of demographic information. MyEMCert will be available to all ABEM-certified physicians beginning in spring 2021.

4. **How much will MyEMCert cost?** The exact cost for MyEMCert has not been determined, but ABEM is working to make sure continuing certification costs do not increase. With the introduction of MyEMCert, however, ABEM has eliminated several elements from the continuing certification process that historically have cost emergency physicians additional money.

5. **What happens to the ConCert Exam?** ABEM will no longer offer the ConCert Exam after 2022. Through a series of interviews, surveys, and focus groups, Emergency Medicine physicians conveyed that they wanted a continuing certification process that is relevant to their practice, simple to understand, and easy to manage. MyEMCert was designed to accommodate those preferences.
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